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If you buy something through our links, we may earn money from our affiliate partners. learn more. Not sure what to use QR code for business? Or maybe you just want more examples to use QR codes in your next marketing campaign? Whatever your goal, our list of 50 creative ways to use QR codes is sure to create ideas to raise brand awareness, attract audiences, close more
sales, act more efficiently, and support better customers. QR code is a type of barcode that anyone can scan and read with the camera on their smartphone. QR code stands for Fast Response Code (fast because consumers can scan QR code with smartphone and get instant access to information or be redirected to a place like a website to take action). QR codes everywhere
today - in pizza boxes, banners, receipts, signs, shop doors - even in plants and toilet seats! Consumers have finally learned how easy it is to scan QR codes with a camera app on their mobile devices. Once scanned, QR codes can send the user to a PDF, landing page or video, or prompt a text message conversation and much more. It's not just consumers who are catching up.
Small business people and marketers have also discovered how to create a QR code. Using online tools, creating them is easy, fast - and often free. Ways to use QR codes for BusinessYou can put QR codes just about everything. When you find the QR code generator and generate the QR code, simply download it as an image file. Put it anywhere you put an image. But first, you
should have a corporate strategy to use QR codes. Here are 50 examples of QR code:QR marketing direct mailA advertiser codes or postcard printing can enhance local marketing campaigns. Use a QR code to take the recipient to the ordering section of your website. Print AdsBring your readers from print ads to your digital platforms. InfographicInclude QR code in infographic
leads to a page to subscribe to your newsletter. DirectionsPut MAP QR code in the brochure leads to Google Maps with directions to your business location. Read more about retail marketing. Incoming racing QR codes de dynamics can be used to guide someone to enter a race or giveaway. To learn more about using SMS, look at the best sms marketing practices. The
SurveyPlace customer has taken the QR code on receipts and it's an easy step for a customer to take a feedback survey. No manual typing in URL. Connect Salespeople directly you can connect the vendor directly for faster response with QR codes. CouponsBe like Wayfair and add a QR code on an email. Users get discount coupon numbers in a simple practice, rather than
manually typing all the figures at the pay-in purchase online. Stop updating costs for real-time information with dynamic codes, you can update real-time information without changing the codes you already have. Interactive Video AdsTake is a page of the Burger King campaign, and turns ads into Interactive experience. The Burger King ad has a QR code floating across the screen.
Is. Code with a smartphone takes users to the page with downloadable coupons. See here on YouTube. Mobile marketing SMS ListsSend texting subscribers to opt with QR codes instead of their phone numbers. Carry TransactionsDo like Little Caesar Pizza and deploy a QR code system for contactless pickup of orders performed. look how it works . Packaging and LabelsCans
and QR JarsPut codes on labels, leading to web pages with more product information. See the photo above. QR BoxesAdd codes with a message that makes people provide certificates or register a product. Wrapping your PaperMake wrapping paper help customers replicate by integrating a QR code causing the client to subscribe to their email list for future transactions. You
don't even have to pay for custom packaging -- simply limit the affix of the QR code label. Social Media UsesLike on Facebook PageThis QR code takes you to a special social media page where you can Like the Facebook page of Small Business Trends.All Social Icons in One instead of cluttering marketing materials with multiple icons for Facebook, Instagram or Twitter, use one
dynamic QR code that sends visitors to a single landing page with links to all. SignsDigital SignsAdd can be scanned coupons on digital signs to increase sales. Real estate for sale SignThe code on the sales mark can send your potential homeowner a virtual tour of the house you are selling. Pop-up BannersPlace QR codes on vertical banners in front of your restaurant so users
can scan for your carryout menu. Or put a banner in your retail store with information for a product displayed nearby. Buy ExperienceScan to PayAdd Scan to pay QR codes to send to your invoices, to get paid faster. Or see if your POS software offers this option. Streamline OrderingStreamline commands by providing QR codes directly to a specific product. Get the QR code
coupons that takes people to where they can claim discount coupons. Self-serving ordering and self-serving field ordering solution provides contactless dining and payment option for restaurants with QR codes. Customers use their smartphones to look at menu, order and payment. Invited to reviewInclude decal scanable on your door, to invite a consumer to visit their business
reviews on the Better Business Administration site (businesses get QR code from BBB). Joining WiFi NetworkShow guests to their facility is a static code to allow them to join their WiFi network without manually entering the password. Read: QR Codes for WiFi.Pre-fill eCommerce Shopping CartsEncourage customers with codes to reorder automatically by refilling shopping carts
with items they have ordered in the past. Place OrdersA South Korean grocery store put standing in a metro station with the QR code of items for sale. Shoppers scan the code to buy groceries that the store then delivers to their homes. PayPal QR PayPal app, vendors can download download Code that enables buyers to scan and pay PayPal account. EventsTradeshow Banners
and DisplaysAttendees can scan your QR codes from a sign or banner, and be prompted to get a special show discount. Swag brand and promotional items if you take away promotional items like coffee mugs, mousepads and magazine books Why add QR code? Customize codes to include your brand. TagsWhen tags qr code names, exhibitors can get metrics to gauge booth
traffic. Providing a bonus drawing for incentivize participants lets you scan your QR codes. T-ShirtsHave people wear their T-shirts with QR codes to take them to their booth or other destinations. CalendarInstead of putting the events on dates of a calendar, put QR codes with more engaging and interactive information. Lead Tracking CodeQR offers an easy way to track in the
lead-up to a conference. Contact details such as name, phone number, email address and company can be collected in a database instead of manually entering business cards.Communications and ContactBusiness CardThe QR QR codes on business cards can connect their customers to the site, social media, restaurant menu, products, and more. EmailUse dynamic QR codes
to complete your email marketing campaigns. Tracking data will let you know how well you are doing with each scan. Direct call add a phone number to your QR codes so that when scanned by a smartphone it dials up. ResumeCodes on resumes can lead your potential employer to learn more about you by viewing videos and projects online. HandoutsInclude QR codes in help at
your nomination or next speaking conference. CasePlace mobile phone has a custom QR tag about the mobile phone for your name, email address or other contact information, in case you lose it. The design will be the start of the conversation, too. StickersGet has custom made QR stickers or decals. Then use labels on anything you want, to send users to your social media
pages or website. Ideas: On Etsy.Greeting CardsCreate see the beautiful greeting cards that open a YouTube video or audio file when scanned, for an interactive greeting to customers. Ideas on Etsy.Bitcoin Wallet AddressBitcoin and other code codes are almost impossible to remember. If you're in person, you can scan the QR code of the other party to send Bitcoin. Or put your
Bitcoin address in an integrated code in a key chain or piece of jewelry to always have it nearby. Product information parts or SERVICEScanning QR code on a product can bring the user to pieces of information or manuals. If you provide handyman or repair services, combine QR codes into your process. See the example above. Installation you can redirect your customer to a
link where they can provide instructions and more information on how to install your products. Orchid Plant Breeder's Care Instructions Using QR Codes on Labels to Help Consumers Find Instructions View the video of the kindergarten owner explaining 1 minute. Inventory management and store tracking product details, part part And the plain text in your code quickly accesses
the identification of information. Scans for AuthenticationHave confirm your customers' case is a valid piece and is not fake. The QR rapid response code was invented in Japan more than 25 years ago. While popular in parts of the world in the last decade, they managed to get in North America right away. It was partly a technology hurdle. When marketers first started using QR
codes, consumers didn't know what to do with them. Some people lacked a smartphone with a good imaging device. Everything is different today. At each Pew Center, 81% of Americans have smartphone devices, and among those ages 18 to 29, it's 96%. Adoption of the mobile wallet jumped to 55% in the wake of the 2020 pandemic, according to Brett Narlinger of Black Hawk
Networks. Newer smartphones operate seamlessly with mobile wallets such as Apple Pay, Google Pay or Samsung Wallet. Interest in skyrocketed contactless solutions and payment platforms has increased, making QR codes part of plug-in and game solutions for small businesses. The time is right for retailers, restaurant owners, home service providers, franchises and other
small businesses to use QR codes on marketing materials, for mobile payments and marketing deals, and for customer service. Start using QR codes there are hundreds if not thousands of uses for QR codes. Explore QR code generators. Figure out how you can deploy QR codes in your business or marketing strategy. See our guide on creating QR codes, including a list of the
best QR code generators. Picture: Depositphotos, SBT MediaMore in: Marketing Strategy Strategy
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